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On W lodarczyk’s
Embedding Theorem
Ju¨rgen Hausen
Abstract
We prove the following version of W lodarczyk’s Embedding Theorem: Every normal
complex algebraic C∗-variety Y admits an equivariant closed embedding into a toric
prevariety X on which C∗ acts as a one-parameter-subgroup of the big torus T ⊂ X.
If Y is Q-factorial, then X may be chosen to be simplicial and of affine intersection.
Introduction
One of the main results of [10] is that every normal (Q-factorial, smooth) algebraic variety
can be embedded into a (simplicial, smooth) toric prevariety. The purpose of this article is
to prove the following equivariant and enhanced version of W lodarczyk’s result (see Theo-
rem 9.1):
Theorem. Every normal complex algebraic C∗-variety Y admits an equivariant closed em-
bedding into a toric prevariety X on which C∗ acts as a one-parameter-subgroup of the
big torus T ⊂ X . If Y is Q-factorial, then X may be chosen to be simplicial and of affine
intersection.
Here a toric prevariety X with big torus T is said to be of affine intersection if for any two
maximal affine T -stable charts of X their intersection is again affine (cf. [2]). The importance
of this notion is demonstrated by the following application:
Every simplicial toric prevariety of affine intersection is of the form U //H where U is an
open toric subvariety of some Cn and U → U//H is a geometric prequotient for the action of
a subtorus H ⊂ (C∗)n (cf. [1], Prop. 3.1 and [2], Section 8). So the above Theorem yields the
following generalization of the construction of an equivariant affine cone over a projective
C∗-variety:
Corollary. Every Q-factorial algebraic C∗-variety Y is equivariantly isomorphic to a geo-
metric quotient space A//H , where A is a quasi-affine variety with a regular action of a torus
H × C∗.
As a further possible application, we indicate in Section 10, how an embedding ı of the above
type of a complex variety Y with an effective action of a torus H into a toric prevariety X
of affine intersection can be used to obtain nice global resolutions of coherent H-sheaves F
on Y (see Theorem 10.1):
Theorem. There exist T -stable Weil Divisors D1, . . . , Dr on X such that setting E :=⊕
ı∗OX(Di) one obtains an exact sequence E −→F −→ 0 of H-sheaves. If X is smooth,
then E is locally free.
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In particular, for the case of a locally factorial Y and H being trivial, the existence of an
embedding of Y into a smooth toric prevariety of affine intersection yields again the classical
resolution result of Kleiman.
Having in mind the use of an embedding of a variety into a toric prevariety of affine intersec-
tion, one may ask if our first Theorem holds for any normal variety Y . The answer is negative;
in [7] an explicit example of a normal surface is given that admits neither embeddings into
toric prevarieties of affine intersection nor into simplicial ones.
The article is organized as follows: In Section 1 we present a reduction of simplicial toric pre-
varieties to such of affine intersection. In Sections 2 and 3 we give some existence statements
on homogeneous functions, which are the crucial tool to perform W lodarczyk’s constructions
equivariantly.
Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to the equivariant reformulation of the notion of an embedding
system of functions. In Sections 6 to 8 the existence of a family of embedding systems of
functions is proved. Section 9 consists of the proof of the main result. Finally, in Section 10
we discuss the problem of resolving coherent sheaves.
As the reader will notice, we make in many cases use of the ideas provided in [10]. However,
the equivariant situation and the reduction to affine intersection require sometimes a different
and more involved treatment, hence, to be complete we give the full proofs in our setting.
The author wants to thank M. Brion and also J. W lodarczyk for various helpful discussions.
1 A Construction for Simplicial Toric Prevarieties
Let N be a lattice and let NR := R ⊗Z N denote the associated real vector space. For any
subset B of NR, we define cone(B) to be the convex cone generated by B. By a cone in N
we mean a convex polyhedral rational cone σ ⊂ NR.
For a cone σ in N we denote its relative interior by σ◦ and if τ is a face of σ, then we write
τ ≺ σ. A cone σ in N is called simplicial if it has a linear independent set of generators. For
a strictly convex cone σ, we denote by σ(1) the set of its extremal rays.
A fan in N is a finite set ∆ of strictly convex cones in N such that σ, σ′ ∈ ∆ implies σ∩σ′ ≺ σ
and σ ∈ ∆ implies that also every face of σ lies in ∆. For a given cone σ the set F(σ) of its
faces is a fan in N . A system of fans in N is a finite family S := (∆ij)i,j∈I of fans in N such
that
∆ij = ∆ji, ∆ij ∩∆jk ≺ ∆ik
holds for any i, j, k ∈ I. Here ∆ ≺ ∆′ means that ∆ is a subfan of ∆′. A system (∆ij)i,j∈I
of fans is called affine, if for every i ∈ I the fan ∆ii is the fan of faces of a single cone. A
system S of fans in N is called simplicial, if all its cones are simplicial.
Recall from [2], that every affine system S of fans defines a toric prevariety XS and that
every map of systems of fans defines a toric morphism. In fact the functor S 7→ XS is an
equivalence of categories. We call a toric prevariety simplicial, if it arises from a simplicial
system of fans.
A toric prevariety X with acting torus T is said to be of affine intersection, if for any two
maximal T -stable affine charts U, U ′ ⊂ X the intersection U ∩ U ′ is again affine. If X = XS
with an affine system S = (∆ij)i,j∈I of fans, then X is of affine intersection if and only if
every ∆ij is the fan of faces of a single cone σij .
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In the sequel we indicate how to reduce a given simplicial toric prevariety to one of affine
intersection. Given a simplicial affine system S = (∆ij)i,j∈I of fans in N we construct a new
one as follows: for any two i, j ∈ I let |∆ij| =
⋃
σ∈∆ij
σ denote the support of ∆ij . Set
σ˜ij := conv(|∆ij|), ∆˜ij := F(σ˜ij).
Then S˜ := (∆˜)i,j∈I is an affine simplicial system of fans in N . Moreover the maps idN and idI
define a map (G, g) of the systems S and S˜ of fans in the sense of [2] (see ibid., Lemma 5.6).
For i ∈ I and τ ∈ ∆ii, let X[τ,i] denote the associated affine chart of XS (see [2], Section 2).
As a consequence of the fibre formula [2], Proposition 3.5, we obtain:
1.1 Proposition. XS˜ is of affine intersection and the toric morphism g:XS → XS˜ associated
to (G, g) has the following properties:
i) for every i ∈ I the restriction g|X[σii,i] maps X[σii,i] isomorphically onto X[σ˜ii,i].
ii) for every i ∈ I we have g−1(X[σ˜ii,i]) =
⋃
j∈I X[σ˜ij ,j],
iii) g is universal with respect to toric morphisms from XS into toric prevarieties of affine
intersection.
iv) If XS is smooth, then also XS˜ is smooth.
2 Reminder on C∗-Actions
In this section we recall some well-known basic facts on C∗-varieties and also their proofs.
Let Y be an irreducible complex algebraic variety and assume that an algebraic torus H acts
on Y by means of a regular map H × Y → Y .
The fixed point set of H is denoted by Y H , and, for a point y ∈ Y , we denote by Hy its
isotropy group. If V ⊂ Y is a H-stable open set and f is a regular function on V , then we
call f homogeneous, if there is a character χ ∈ X(H) such that f(h·y) = χ(h)f(y) holds for
every (h, y) ∈ H × V .
2.1 Lemma. Assume that Y is affine and let y ∈ Y . Then we have
i) If H · y is non-trivial, then there is an f ∈ O(Y ) homogeneous with respect to a
non-trivial character such that f(y) 6= 0.
ii) If H ·y is closed, then for any χ ∈ X(H) that is trivial along Hy, there is an f ∈ O(Y )
homogeneous with respect to χ such that f(y) 6= 0.
Proof. To verify i), take y 6= y′ ∈ H ·y and choose f˜ ∈ O(Y ) with f˜(y) = 1 and f˜(y′) = 0.
Then, since H acts regularly, f˜ =
∑r
i=1 fi with functions fi ∈ O(Y ) that are homogeneous
with respect to pairwise different characters. Note that fi(y
′) = 0 if and only if fi(y) = 0.
So there is an i with 0 6= fi(y) and fi(y) 6= fi(y
′). For this i, the function fi is as wanted.
We prove ii). The orbit map t 7→ t·y induces an isomorphism H/Hy → H ·y. In particular
any given χ ∈ X(H) that is trivial along Hy, defines a regular function gχ on H ·y. Since Y
is affine, gχ is the restriction of a function fχ ∈ O(Y ).
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Now, fχ =
∑r
i=1 fi with functions fi ∈ O(Y ) that are homogeneous with respect to pairwise
different χi ∈ X(H). By uniqueness of such representations, we see that all fi homogeneous
with respect to a character χi 6= χ vanish along H ·y. Thus gχ is also the restriction of an fi
that is homogeneous with respect to χ.
A rational function f ∈ C(Y ) is called homogeneous, if its domain of definition Def(f) is H-
stable and f is homogeneous on Def(f) in the above sense. The following basic observation
will be used to obtain rational homogeneous functions.
2.2 Remark. If V ⊂ Y is an affine H-stable open set and f ∈ O(V ) is homogeneous, then
Def(f) is H-stable and f is a homogeneous rational function on Y .
In the sequel, let Y be affine. Moreover, let p: Y → Y //H denote the algebraic quotient, i.e.,
p is the regular map defined by the inclusion O(Y )H ⊂ O(Y ). Recall that every fibre p−1(z)
contains a unique closed orbit and this orbit lies in the closure of any other orbit contained
in p−1(z).
2.3 Lemma. If the action of H is non-trivial, then every fibre of p contains non-trivial
orbits.
Proof. Assume that some p−1(p(y)) contains only trivial orbits. Then p−1(p(y)) consists in
fact of a single point. By semicontinuity of the fibre dimension, this holds near y, which in
turn implies Y = Y H .
For the remainder of this section, let H = C∗. Then the character group of C∗ is isomorphic
to Z, and a function f ∈ O(Y ) is homogeneous, if and only if it satisfies f(t ·y) = tkf(y)
for some integer k and every (t, y) ∈ C∗ × Y . If so, then k is called the weight of f . In this
terminology, Lemma 2.1 yields
2.4 Lemma. Let Yz := p
−1(z) be a fibre of the quotient map consisting of a single non-
trivial C∗-orbit. Then there exist homogeneous functions of positive weight and homogeneous
functions of negative weight that do not vanish along Yz.
A global source (resp. sink) of the C∗-action is a component F of the fixed point set such
that limt→0 t·y ∈ F (resp. limt→∞ t·y ∈ F ) holds for every y in Y . If there is a global source
(sink) then every homogenous function of negative (positive) weight is trivial.
A fibre p−1(z) is called regular if z is a regular point of Y //C∗, there are no singular points
of Y in p−1(z) and the differential of p is surjective at any point of p−1(z). We recall the
following general fact.
2.5 Remark. There are precisely two possibilities for the quotient map p: Y → Y //C∗:
i) Each regular fibre of p consists of a single closed non-trivial C∗-orbit.
ii) There is a global source or a global sink of the C∗-action.
Proof. The statement being clear for trivial actions, we may assume that C∗ acts non-
trivially. Consider the image A := p(Y C
∗
). We show, that the two cases i) and ii) correspond
to A 6= Y //C∗ and A = Y //C∗.
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Let A = Y //C∗. Then, for every z ∈ Y //C∗, there is a unique fixed point y(z) ∈ p−1(z).
Lemma 2.1 provides for every y ∈ Y \ Y C
∗
a homogeneous function fy of non-trivial weight
ky with f(y) 6= 0. We claim that any two of these weights are of the same sign. Otherwise,
we found y1, y2 such that f
n1
y1 f
n2
y2 is invariant for some positive integers ni. Thus
fn1y1 (y)f
n2
y2 (y) = f
n1
y1 (y(z))f
n2
y2 (y(z)) = 0
holds for any y ∈ p−1(z), z ∈ Y //C∗. This contradicts irreducibility of Y . Thus all ky are of
the same sign. If they are all positive, we obtain limt→0 fy(t·y) = 0 and hence limt→0 t·y = y(z)
for any y ∈ p−1(z), z ∈ Y //C∗. In other words, Y C
∗
is a global source for Y . Analogously we
see that if all ky are negative, then Y
C∗ is a global sink for Y .
Now, let A 6= Y //C∗. This means in particular, that dim(Y C
∗
) = dim(A) < dim(Y //C∗).
Moreover, the generic fibre of p consists of a non-trivial closed orbit and thus dim(Y //C∗) =
dim(Y )− 1 holds. We have to show that for y ∈ Y C
∗
the fibre p−1(p(y)) is not regular.
So, let y ∈ Y be a fixed point. By Lemmata 2.1 and 2.3, there is a homogeneous function
f1 ∈ O(Y ) of non-trivial weight, that does not vanish on some y1 ∈ p
−1(p(y)). For dimension
reasons, C∗ acts non-trivially on the zero set N(Y ; f1) := {x ∈ Y ; f1(x) = 0}.
Since y ∈ N(Y ; f1), it follows from Lemma 2.3 that p
−1(p(y)) ∩ N(Y ; f1) contains a non-
trivial C∗-orbit different from C∗ ·y1. Hence p
−1(p(y)) is either reducible or its dimension is
strictly bigger than one. In both cases it is not a regular fibre.
3 An Equivariant Moving Lemma
Let Y be an affine normal (hence irreducible) complex algebraic C∗-variety and let p: Y →
Y//C∗ denote the associated quotient map. It is known that the generic fibre of p is irreducible
(see e.g. [3], Prop. 4). Thus we have
3.1 Remark. There exists a non-empty open C∗-stable V ⊂ Y such that
i) the restriction p|V has only regular fibres,
ii) for any z ∈ p(V ), the fibre Yz := p
−1(z) is irreducible; in particular, Yz ∩ V is dense in
Yz.
Now, let V ⊂ Y \ Y C
∗
be an open set as in the above remark. The following existence result
on homogeneous functions is crucial for the construction of a C∗-equivariant e.s.f.:
3.2 Lemma. Let D →֒ Y \ V and A →֒ V be closed C∗-stable subsets, where D is of pure
codimension one in Y . If y ∈ Y \D, then there exists a homogeneous function f ∈ C[Y ] such
that
i) f |D = 0 and f(y) 6= 0,
ii) the zero set N(V ; f) := {x ∈ V ; f(x) = 0} contains no irreducible component of A.
Proof. First we consider the case that y is a fixed point of the C∗-action. Since the quotient
map p separates disjoint closed C∗-stable sets, one has p(y) 6∈ p(D). Consequently, since
Y //C∗ is irreducible, the dimension of the (closed) set p(D) is strictly less than dim(Y //C∗).
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We claim that p(D) ∩ p(V ) = ∅ holds. Otherwise, there were a point z ∈ p(V ) ∩ p(D). By
the properties 3.1 i) and ii) of V , one obtains
dim(p−1(z)) = dim(p−1(z) ∩ V ) = dim(Y )− dim(Y //C∗)
Let q:D→ p(D) denote the restriction of p to D. Since dim(p(D)) < dim(Y //C∗), we have
dim(q−1(z)) ≥ dim(D)− dim(p(D))
≥ (dim(Y )− 1)− (dim(Y //C∗)− 1)
= dim(p−1(z)).
Since q−1(z) ⊂ p−1(z) holds and p−1(z) is irreducible by the choice of V , this implies q−1(z) =
p−1(z). In particular, there exist points in D ∩ V , which is a contradiction. Hence our claim
is verified.
As consequence of our claim, we see that for each irreducible component Ai of A, the image
p(Ai) is not contained in p(D). Thus we find a regular function g ∈ C[Y //C
∗] such that
g(p(y)) 6= 0, g|p(D) = 0 and g does not vanish identically on any p(Ai). Then f := g ◦ p is as
wanted.
Now, assume that y is not a fixed point. Consider the case y 6∈ A. Let y′ ∈ C∗ ·y be any
point different from y. Choose a function g′ ∈ C[Y ] with g′|D = 0, g
′(y) = 1 and g′(y′) = 2.
Writing g′ as a sum of homogeneous functions, we see that readily some homogeneous part g
of g′ satisifies g|D = 0 and g(y
′) 6= g(y) 6= 0. Let k denote the weight of g. Since g(y′) 6= g(y)
holds, k is different from zero.
Let A1, . . . , Ar be the irreducible components of A, ordered in such a manner that A1, . . . , As
are precisely those who lie in N(V ; g). Note that A ⊂ V implies that no Ai is of dimension
zero. For each i ≤ s, choose a point
yi ∈ Ai \
(
C∗ ·y ∪
⋃
j 6=i
Aj
)
.
Again by prescribing values, we find homogeneous functions gi ∈ C[Y ] of non-trivial weights
ki such that
gi|D = 0, gi|Aj = 0 if j 6= i, gi|C∗·y = 0, gi(yi) 6= 0.
If the quotient map p: Y → Y //C∗ satisfies to 2.5 ii), then the weights ki of gi have the same
sign as k and, with m := k
∏
ki, the desired function is given by
f := gm/k +
s∑
i=1
g
m/ki
i .
If we are in the situation of 2.5 i), then we find homogeneous functions hi ∈ C[Y ] of weights
li of the same sign as k such that hi(yi) 6= 0. We may assume that |li| > |ki|. Setting
n := |k|
∏
|li + ki|, the desired function f is obtained as
f := gn/|k| +
s∑
i=1
(higi)
n/|li+ki|).
If y ∈ Ai0 for some i0, then the desired function f is obtained similarly as above: omit the
function g and choose yi0 = y.
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In general, there is no hope to extend Lemma 3.2 to actions of tori of higher dimension. We
illustrate this by means of a two-dimensional torus action on a three-dimensional variety.
Consider the following lattice vectors in Z3
v1 := e1 + e3, v2 := e2 − e3, v3 := e1 + e2 + 3e3, v4 := e1 + e2 − 3e3.
Let Y be the affine toric variety defined by σ := cone(v1, . . . , v4) and denote by H the
subtorus of the acting torus T of Y that corresponds to the sublattice (Z2×{0}) ⊂ Z3. Then
Y //H is a point (see e.g. [1], Example 3.1).
Let Di be the irreducible T -stable Weil divisor on Y corresponding to the ray ̺i := R≥0vi
of σ. Set
D := D3 ∪D4, V := Y̺1 ∪ Y̺2 \D, A := (D1 ∪D2) ∩ V.
Here Y̺i denotes the open toric subvariety of Y defined by the ray ̺i ⊂ σ. Note that H acts
freely on Y .
3.3 Remark. Every H-homogeneous function f ∈ O(Y ) with f |D = 0 vanishes identically
on some component of A.
Proof. Let f ∈ O(Y ) be homogeneous with respect to the action of H such that f |D = 0.
Then f is of the form f =
∑
i αiχ
ui with certain characters χui of T . Note that regularity of
f implies 〈ui, vj〉 ≥ 0 for all i, j.
Since f is homogeneous with respect to the action of H , each ui is of the form (u1, u2, u(i))
with fixed integers u1 and u2. Moreover, the condition f |D = 0 means 〈ui, vj〉 > 0 for any i
and j = 3, 4. In other words, we have
−(u1 + u2) < 3u(i) < u1 + u2
for all i. Now, assume that f does not vanish identically on some component of A. Then
there are indices i, j such that χui |D1 6= 0 and χ
uj |D2 6= 0, i.e., we obtain
〈ui, v1〉 = 〈uj, v2〉 = 0.
This implies u1 + u2 = 0, which contradicts the above strict inequality.
4 Equivariant Systems of Functions
We reformulate here some basic ideas of [10] in an equivariant manner. Note that we will
differ in details and in notation from [10]. For the convenience of the reader, also the proofs
are given in our setting.
Let Y be a normal complex variety and assume that an algebraic torus H acts regularly on
Y . For a Weil divisor D =
∑
niDi on Y we denote by |D| :=
⋃
iDi its support and, given
a point y ∈ Y , by Dy the divisor obtained by omitting from D all components niDi with
y 6∈ Di.
Let M be a finitely generated (multiplicative) subgroup of C(Y )∗ such that each function
f ∈ M is homogeneous with respect to some character χf ∈ X(H). Note that M is a free
Z-module.
The set M is called a weak equivariant system of functions (weak equivariant s.f.) on Y
if there is a finite set D of H-stable effective Weil divisors on Y such that the following
properties hold:
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SF0) If D,D′ ∈ D are different from each other, then they have no common components.
SF1) For every f ∈ M the divisor (f) is of the form (f) =
∑
D∈DnD,fD.
SF2) For every D ∈ D, p ∈ |D| and q ∈ Y \ |D|, there is an f ∈ M with (f)p ≥ Dp and
(f)q ≤ 0.
In the sequel we assume that M ⊂ C(Y ) is a weak equivariant s.f. on Y and that D is a
finite set of H-stable effective Weil divisors on Y satisfying to SF0 – SF2.
Note that by SF0 the coefficients nD,f in the representation of (f) in SF1 are uniquely
determined. This fact is used to associate to each D ∈ D a lattice vector valD ∈ N :=
Hom(M,Z) as follows
valD:M → Z, f 7→ nD,f ,
where nD,f is the coefficient ofD in the representation of (f) in SF1. We note some properties
of the lattice vectors valD. For any point y ∈ Y let
Dy := {D ∈ D; y ∈ |D|}.
4.1 Remark. For every f ∈M one has:
i) For each y ∈ Y there is a representation (f)y =
∑
D∈Dy valD(f)D.
ii) If D =
∑
αiD˜i ∈ D with D˜i irreducible, then αivalD(f) = ordD˜i(f).
Now, let NR := R⊗Z N be the real vector space associated to N . Then we define for every
y ∈ Y a convex polyhedral rational cone σy ⊂ NR by
σy := cone(valD; D ∈ D
y).
The dual cone of such a σy is by definition σ
∨
y := {u ∈ MR; u|σy ≥ 0}. Since the σy are
rational polyhedral cones, Remark 4.1 i) yields the following
4.2 Remark. For each y ∈ Y we have σ∨y = cone(f ∈M ; (f)y ≥ 0).
This Remark states in particular, that the cones σy do not depend on the choice of the set
D. We collect further properties:
4.3 Lemma. Every cone σy, y ∈ Y , is strictly convex.
Proof. (cf. [10], Lemma 3.8). Let y ∈ Y . If Dy is empty, then there is nothing to prove. If
not, suppose ∑
D∈Dy
αDvalD = 0
with non-negative αD. SF2 yields for any D ∈ D
y a function fD ∈ M with (fD)y ≥ Dy.
Applying the above expression to such an fD yields αD = 0.
4.4 Lemma. Let p, q ∈ Y . Then σp ∩ σq equals cone(valD;D ∈ D
p ∩Dq) and is a common
face of both, σp and σq.
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Proof. (cf. [10], Lemma 3.9). For any D ∈ Dp \ Dq choose, according to SF2, a function
fD ∈ M with (fD)p ≥ Dp and (fD)q ≤ 0. Analogously, choose for every D ∈ D
q \ Dp a
function gD ∈M with (fD)q ≥ Dq and (gD)p ≤ 0. Set
h :=
 ∏
D∈Dp\Dq
fD
 ∏
D∈Dq\Dp
g−1D
 .
Then we have h ∈M and
valD(h) > 0 if D ∈ D
p \Dq,
valD(h) = 0 if D ∈ D
p ∩Dq,
valD(h) < 0 if D ∈ D
q \Dp.
Thus h defines a linear function onN that separates σp and σq and vanishes on cone(valD;D ∈
Dp ∩Dq). That proves the assertion.
We want to figure out situations, where the cones σy are simplicial. This leads to the following
notions:
The set M is called an equivariant system of functions (equivariant s.f.) on Y if there is a
finite set D of H-stable effective Weil divisors on Y satisfiying SF0, SF1, SF2 as above and
moreover:
SF3) For every y ∈ Y and every homogeneous g ∈ C(Y )∗ satisfiying (g)y =
∑
D∈DnDDy
there is a f ∈M with (f)y = n(g)y, for some positive n ∈ Z.
1
4.5 Remark. Let D ⊂ Y be an H-stable irreducible closed subvariety of codimension one
and let y ∈ D. If Y is Q-factorial, then there exist an affine H-stable open neighbourhood
U ⊂ Y of y and a homogeneous function f ∈ O(U) with N(U ; f) = D ∩ U .
Proof. Q-factoriality of Y means that we find a neighbourhood U˜ of y and a function
f˜ ∈ O(U˜) with (f˜) = n(D ∩ U˜) for some n ∈ Z>0. We choose U˜ and f˜ in such a manner,
that n is minimal.
By Sumihiro’s Theorem, y has an affine H-stable neighbourhood U . By shrinking U˜ appro-
priately, we can achieve that U˜ = Ug for some g ∈ O(U). Then f˜ = h/g
l with a function
h ∈ O(U). Write h =
∑
hi with homogeneous functions hi ∈ O(U).
Note that each hi vanishes identically on D∩U . Hence, by minimality of n, we have (hi)y ≥
(h)y. In other words, the function hi/h is regular at y. So, near y we obtain
1 =
∑ hi
h
.
Thus (hi)y = (h)y for some i. Hence, removing components of (hi) that do not contain y
from U and making U affine again by further shrinking, we obtain with f := hi the desired
function.
4.6 Lemma. Assume that Y is Q-factorial and M is an equivariant s.f. on Y . Then, for
each y ∈ Y , the set {valD; D ∈ D
y} is linearly independent, i.e., the cone σy is simplicial.
1We give a weaker condition as W lodarczyk. The reason is that our construction will not guarantee his
property in an equivariant manner.
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Proof. (cf. [10], Lemma 3.11). Let y ∈ Y . Since Y is Q-factorial, Remark 4.5 provides for
each D ∈ Dy a homogeneous function fD ∈ C(Y )
∗ with (fD)y = nDy for some positive
n ∈ Z. By SF3, we may assume that each fD belongs to M . Now, suppose that∑
D∈Dy
αDvalD = 0
holds for some real numbers αD, D ∈ D
y. Then we obtain for each fixed D′ ∈ Dy the identity
nαD′ =
∑
D∈Dy
αDvalD(fD′) = 0.
Summing up the above considerations we obtain
4.7 Proposition. If M is an equivariant s.f. on Y , then ∆(M,Y ) := {σy; y ∈ Y }, is a fan
in N . If Y is Q-factorial, then ∆(M,Y ) is simplicial.
5 The Regular Map Arising from an S.F.
Let H be an algebraic torus and let Y be a normal complex algebraic H-variety. Moreover,
let M ⊂ C(Y ) be an equivariant s.f. with a set D of H-stable effective Weil divisors on Y
satisfying to SF0 – SF3. For each p ∈ Y we define
Sp := σ
∨
p ∩M = {f ∈M ; (f)p ≥ 0},
Up := {y ∈ Y ; ∀f ∈ Sp (f)y ≥ 0} =
⋂
f∈Sp
Def(f) ⊂ Y.
By Gordan’s Lemma, each Sp is a finitely generated semigroup and consequently each Up is
an open subset of Y .
5.1 Lemma. Let p ∈ Y and y ∈ Up. Then one has D
y ⊂ Dp, σy ≺ σp, Sp ⊂ Sy and Uy ⊂ Up.
Proof. Assume that there were y ∈ Up such that D
y 6⊂ Dp. Then there is a D ∈ Dy \Dp.
By SF2), we find a function f ∈ M with f |D = 0 and (f)p ≤ 0. This means (f
−1)p ≥ 0 and
y 6∈ Def(f), a contradiction to the definition of Up. Hence we obtain D
y ⊂ Dp.
So Lemma 4.4 yields that σy is in fact a face of σp. Now, Sp ⊂ Sy follows from the inclusion
σ∨p ⊂ σ
∨
y and Uy ⊂ Up follows by definition from Sp ⊂ Sy.
Let C[Sp] denote the semigroup algebra determined by Sp. Moreover, letXσp := Specm(C[Sp])
denote the affine toric variety associated to Sp (see e.g. [6] ).
5.2 Remark. For every p ∈ Y , the inclusion Sp ⊂ O(Up) defines a homomorphism C[Sp]→
O(Up) and hence a regular map ϕM,p:Up → Xσp .
The homomorphism M → X(H), f 7→ χf defines an homomorphism ψ from H to the big
torus T := Hom(M,C∗) of Xσp. In particular H acts on the toric variety Xσp by means of
h∗x := ψ(h)·x.
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5.3 Remark. Each map ϕM,p:Up → Xσp is H-equivariant.
Proof. For f ∈ M let χf denote the associated character of T , i.e., the character with
χf (t) = t(f). Then O(Xσp) is generated as an algebra by the functions χ
f , f ∈ σ∨p ∩M .
Moreover, for these χf we have
χf(h∗x) = χf(ψ(h)·x) = χf(h)χ
f (x).
In other words, each of the above χf is homogeneous with respect to the character χf ∈ X(H).
Since also every f = ϕ∗M,p(χ
f) is homogeneous with respect to χf and Xσp is affine, the claim
follows.
For p ∈ Y , let C{Sp} denote the subalgebra of O(Up) that is generated by Sp. An equiv-
ariant system M of functions on Y is called an equivariant embedding system of functions
(equivariant e.s.f.) on Y if it has the following property
SF4) For every p ∈ Y the set Up is affine and O(Up) = C{Sp}.
5.4 Lemma. Let M ⊂ C(Y ) be an equivariant s.f. on Y and let p ∈ Y . Then we have
i) ϕM,y = ϕM,p|Uy for every y ∈ Up,
ii) If M is an equivariant e.s.f., then ϕM,p is a closed embedding.
Proof. Assertion ii) is clear by definition. Assertion i) follows from the fact that for y ∈ Up
the inclusion Sp ⊂ Sy defines a commutative diagram
C[Sp] ⊂ C[Sy]y y
O(Up) ⊂ O(Uy) .
Note that H acts also on the toric variety X∆(M,Y ) by means of h∗x := ϕ(h)·x. We conclude
this section with stating the following equivariant version of [10], Proposition 3.5:
5.5 Proposition. Let M ⊂ C(Y ) be an equivariant s.f. on Y . Then the maps ϕM,p, p ∈ Y
glue together to an H-equivariant map ϕM,Y : Y → X∆(M,Y ). Moreover, one has
i) ϕ−1M,Y (Xσp) = Up for every p ∈ Y .
ii) If M is an equivariant e.s.f., then ϕM,Y is a closed embedding.
Proof. The fact that the ϕM,p glue together follows from Lemma 5.4 i). In order to verify
i), we only have to show that Up contains ϕ
−1
M,Y (Xσp). This is done as follows:
ϕ−1M,Y (Xσp) = ϕ
−1
M,Y
⋂
f∈Sp
Def(χf)

=
⋂
f∈Sp
ϕ−1M,Y (Def(χ
f))
⊂
⋂
f∈Sp
Def(χf ◦ ϕM,Y )
=
⋂
f∈Sp
Def(f) = Up.
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Here χf denotes the character of T corresponding to f ∈ M . To finish the proof, note that
assertion ii) is a consequence of Lemma 5.4 ii) and Property i) which we just proved.
6 Construction of a Family of C∗-Equivariant E.S.F.
Let Y be an arbitrary normal algebraic C∗-variety. In view of Sumihiro’s Theorem (see [9]),
we find a finite cover of Y by open C∗-stable affine subvarieties Yi, i ∈ I. For i, j ∈ I, let
Yij := Yi ∩ Yj.
In this section we construct a subgroup M ⊂ C(Y ) defining an equivariant e.s.f. on each
Yij in four steps. The proofs of the non-trivial Steps (6.3 and 6.4) are given in the following
section.
6.1 Step. Choose a finite set M1 ⊂ C(Y ) of homogeneous functions such that for any two
i, j ∈ I, the set M1 contains generators of C[Yij].
Let V ⊂
⋂
i∈I Yi \ Y
C∗ be a non-empty open C∗-stable affine subvariety such that every
f ∈M1 is regular and non-vanishing on V , and moreover V fullfills the conditions of 3.1 for
all quotient maps pij : Yij → Yij//C
∗.
Since V is affine, we can conclude that Z1 := Y \ V is of pure dimension one. For i, j ∈ I let
Z1ij := Yij \ V and denote by D
1
ij the set of irreducible components of Z
1
ij.
6.2 Step. Choose a finite set M2 ⊂ C[V ] of homogeneous functions such that for all i, j ∈ I
and every D ∈ D1ij there are f1, . . . , fr ∈M
2 ∩ C[Yij] that generate the ideal
I(D, i, j) := {g ∈ C[Yij]; g|D = 0}.
Let Z2 denote the union of all closures, taken with respect to Y , of the sets N(V ; f), where
f ∈M2. For i, j ∈ I, let Z2ij := Yij ∩Z
2. Let D2ij denote the set of irreducible components of
Z2ij.
6.3 Step. Choose a finite set M3 ⊂ C[V ] of homogeneous functions such that
i) for all i, j ∈ I and every D ∈ D2ij there are f1, . . . , fr ∈ M
3 ∩ C[Yij ] such that
N(Yij; f1, . . . , fr) = D,
ii) for any two different f, f ′ ∈M3 the common components of (f) and (f ′) lie in Z1∪Z2.
Note that the above step is the equivariant version of [10], Step 7. The following step corre-
sponds to [10], Step 8:
6.4 Step. Choose a finite set M4 ⊂ C[V ] of homogeneous functions such that
i) given a homogeneous g ∈ C(Y )∗ and p ∈ Yij ∩ Def(g) with (g)p ⊂ Z
1
ij ∪ Z
2
ij, there
are functions f1, . . . , fr ∈ M
4 ∩ C[Yij] with α0(g)p = α1(f1)p + . . . + αr(fr)p, where
αi ∈ Z>0,
ii) for any two different f, f ′ ∈ M3 ∪M4 the common components of (f) and (f ′) lie in
Z1 ∪ Z2.
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Now let Mk be as in the above steps let M denote the subgroup of C(Y ) generated by
M1∪ . . .∪M4. For i, j ∈ I let D3ij denote the set of divisors obtained from (f), f ∈M
3∪M4
by dropping the components belonging to Z1ij or Z
2
ij. Set
Dij := D
1
ij ∪D
2
ij ∪D
3
ij.
6.5 Theorem. On each set Yij, the group M ⊂ C(Yij) and the set Dij of divisors satisfy to
SF0 – SF4.
The proof of this Theorem is given in Section 7. For later use, we note some properties of
the family of equivariant e.s.f. constructed above. For i, j ∈ I and p ∈ Yij let
U ijp := {y ∈ Yij; ∀f ∈ Sp (f)y ≥ 0}.
6.6 Proposition. Let M ⊂ C(Y ) and Dij be as above. Then we have for any two i, j ∈ I:
i) The set Yii \ Yij is a union of irreducible divisors of Dii.
ii) For every p ∈ Yij the set U
ij
p equals U
ii
p .
iii) For any p ∈ Yii and q ∈ Yjj one obtains
U iip ∩ U
jj
q =
⋃
y∈U iip ∩U
jj
q
U iiy =
⋃
y∈U iip ∩U
jj
q
U ijy =
⋃
y∈U iip ∩U
jj
q
U jjy .
Proof. In order to obtain i), note that each Yij is affine and hence Yii \ Yjj = Yii \ Yij is of
pure codimension on in Yii. Moreover, Yii\Yjj is a closed subset of Yii\V = Z
1
ii. Consequently
Yii \ Yjj is a union of irreducible components of Z
1
ii which gives us the assertion.
We check ii). Clearly we have U ijp ⊂ U
ii
p . In order to show U
ii
p ⊂ U
ij
p , let y ∈ Yii \ U
ij
p . If
y ∈ Yij , then, by definition of U
ij
p , there is a function f ∈ Sp that is not regular at y. That
means y 6∈ U iip .
If y 6∈ Yij, then, by Property i) we have y ∈ |D| with some D ∈ Dii that does not meet U
ij
p .
Now, SF2 provides a function f ∈ M with (f)p ≤ 0 that vanishes along D. Then f
−1 lies in
Sp and is not regular at y. Thus y 6∈ U
ii
p .
For the proof of assertion iii), set U := U iip ∩ U
jj
q . Using Lemma 5.1 and Property ii) we
obtain
U =
(
U iip ∩ Yij
)
∩
(
U jjq ∩ Yij
)
=
⋃
y∈U iip ∩Yij
U iiy ∩
⋃
y∈Ujjq ∩Yij
U jjy
=
⋃
y∈U iip ∩Yij
U ijy ∩
⋃
y∈Ujjq ∩Yij
U ijy
=
⋃
y,y′∈U
(
U ijy ∩ U
ij
y′
)
=
⋃
y∈U
U ijy =
⋃
y∈U
U iiy =
⋃
y∈U
U jjy .
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7 Proof of Steps 6.3 and 6.4
Proof of Step 6.3. Choose a total ordering of the set S := {(i, j, D); i, j ∈ I, D ∈ D2ij}.
Suppose we have found an at most finite set M ′ ⊂ C[V ] that satisfies 6.3 i) and ii) for all
elements of S that are strictly smaller than a given (i, j, D). Let
V ′ := V \ Z2ij , A1 :=
⋃
f∈M ′
N(V ′; f), y1 ∈ Yij \D.
Applying Lemma 3.2 to D, V ′, A1 and y1, we find an homogeneous f1 ∈ C[Yij] with f1|D = 0
and f1(y1) 6= 0 such that N(V
′; f1) contains no irreducible component of A1. Set
W1 := Yij \ (D ∪N(Yij ; f1).
If W1 equals Y \D, then M
′ ∪ {f} satisfies 6.3 i) and ii) for all elements of S less or equal
to (i, j, D). If there is a point y2 ∈ (Yij \D) \W1 = N(Yij; f1) \D, then set
A2 := A1 ∪N(V
′; f1)
and choose f2 ∈ C[Yij ] homogeneous such that f2|D = 0, f2(y2) 6= 0 and N(V ; f2) contains
no irreducible component of A2. Let
W2 := W1 ∪ (Yij \ (D ∪N(Yij; f2))).
Note that W1 is a proper subset of W2. Defining y3, A3, f3, W3 etc., we obtain a strictly
increasing sequence of open subsets Wi. Since Yij \D is a noetherian topological space, we
have Wl = Yij \D for some l.
By construction, the set M ′∪{f1, . . . , fl} satisfies to Properties 6.3 i) and ii) for all elements
of S that are less or equal to (i, j, D). So we can construct M3 inductively.
Proof of Step 6.4. At the beginning, we follow closely [10], p. 718. A family (Vij)i,j∈I of
C∗-stable open subsets Vij ⊂ Yij is called admissible, if (V \ Z
2) ⊂ Vij holds for any two
i, j ∈ I and there is a finite set M ′ ⊂ C[V ] satisfying Property 6.4 ii) and as well Property
6.4 i) after replacing Yij with Vij.
Note that Vij := V \Z
2 and M ′ := {1} defines an admissible family. Since Y is a noetherian
topological space, we can choose an admissible family (Vij)i,j∈I such that each Vij is maximal.
We show that in this case Vij = Yij holds for any two i, j ∈ I.
Let M ′ ⊂ C[V ] be a set of functions making the above family (Vij)i,j∈I admissible. Assume
that we have Vij 6= Yij for some fixed i, j ∈ I. Set C := D
1
ij ∪ D
2
ij and for y ∈ Yij let
Cy := {D ∈ C; y ∈ D}. Moreover, let
p ∈ A := Yij \ Vij = (Z
1
ij ∪ Z
2
ij) \ Vij
be a point for that Cp has a minimal number of elements. Then, by removing the elements
of C \Cp from Yij, we obtain a C
∗-invariant open neighbourhood U ⊂ Yij of the point p such
that Cy = Cp holds for every y ∈ A ∩ U .
Let W (resp. W+) denote the free abelian group (resp. semigroup) of Weil divisors (resp.
effective Weil divisors) generated by the elements of C. For y ∈ A∩U let P(y) (resp. P+(y))
denote the set of all D ∈ W (resp. D ∈ W+) such that the components of D belong to Cy
and there is a homogeneous g ∈ C∗(Y ) with D = (g)y.
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Since P(y) is a subgroup of W and P+(y) = W+∩P(y), we see by Gordon’s Lemma that each
semigroup P+(y) is finitely generated. In particular, for each y ∈ U ∩A there is a C∗-stable
neighbourhood Uy ⊂ U of y such that P+(y) ⊂ P+(u) for all u ∈ Uy ∩A.
By the elementary Lemma 7.1 stated below, we can assume that the semigroup P+(p) is
maximal among the P+(y), y ∈ U ∩ A. Consequently, by shrinking U appropriately, we
achieve that P+(y) = P+(p) holds for all y ∈ U ∩ A.
After shrinking U again, we find homogeneous functions h1, . . . , hr ∈ O(U) such that the
divisors (hk)p generate P
+(p). In order to ensure Property 6.4 ii) for these functions, we are
going to modify them slightly.
Suppose we found homogeneous functions h˜1, . . . , h˜s−1 ∈ C[Yij] such that (h˜k)p = αk(hk)p
holds with some αk ∈ Z>0 and 6.4 ii) is satisfied for M
3 ∪M ′ ∪ {h˜1, . . . , h˜s−1}, i.e. for any
two different functions f and f ′ of this set, the common components of the divisors (f) and
(f ′) are contained in Z1 ∪ Z2. Set V ′ := V \ Z2 and
B :=
⋃
f∈M3
N(V ′; f) ∪
⋃
f∈M ′
N(V ′; f) ∪
s−1⋃
k=1
N(V ′; h˜k).
Here the closures are taken with respect to Yij. Since (hs)p has only components in C
p, no
irreducible component B0 of B with p ∈ B0 occurs in (hs). Let Bn, n = 1, . . . , q, denote the
irreducible components of B with p 6∈ Bn. According to Lemma 3.2, choose homogeneous
functions bn ∈ C[Yij] such that
bn(p) 6= 0, bn1 |Bn2 = 0⇔ n1 = n2.
Modify hs step by step as follows
1hs :=
hs
ordB1 (b1)
b
ordB1 (hs)
1
, . . . , qhs :=
q−1h
ordBq (bq)
s
b
ordBq (q−1hs)
q
=: h′s.
note that (h′s)p = αs(hs)p holds for some αs ∈ Z>0. By construction, the divisor (h
′
s) has no
components that are contained in B. We make h′s to a regular function on Yij by means of
the following modification:
Let Al ⊂ Yij denote the components of the pole divisor of h
′
s, viewed as a rational function
on Yij. Lemma 3.2 provides homogeneous functions al ∈ C[Yij ] such that
al(p) 6= 0, al|Bn 6= 0, n = 1, . . . , q, ordAl(al) > −ordAl(h
′
s).
Set h˜s := h
′
s
∏
l al. Then h˜s is regular on Yij, does not vanish along any irreducible component
of B and satisfies (h˜s)p = αs(hs)p.
Proceeding this way we arrive finally at s = r. Since (h˜k)p = αk(hk)p holds with certain
αk ∈ Z>0, for every D ∈ P
+(y), y ∈ U ∩ A, some positive multiple of D is a nonnegative
integral linear combination of the (hk)p.
Thus, replacing Vij with Vij ∪ U and M
′ with M ′ ∪ {h˜1, . . . , h˜r} yields an admissible family
(V˜kl)k,l∈I such that V˜ij properly contains Vij . This contradicts the maximality property of
the admissible family we started with.
7.1 Lemma. Let N := Zn and let N+ denote the positive quadrant in N . If Ni, i ∈ I, is
a family of sublattices of N , then the family (Ni ∩ N
+), i ∈ I, contains maximal elements
with respect to inclusion.
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8 Proof of Theorem 6.5
8.1 Lemma. For any two i, j ∈ I, there is a function h ∈ C[Yij] ∩ M with N(Yij ; h) =
Z1ij ∪ Z
2
ij.
Proof. For each D ∈ D2ij choose an hD ∈M
2 that vanishes along D. Note that hD is regular
on Yij \ Z
1
ij = Yij ∩ V . Set
h′ :=
∏
D∈D2ij
hD.
Then h′ is regular on Yij \Z
1
ij and the components of (h
′)|Yij lie in D
1
ij ∪D
2
ij . Thus Step 6.2,
provides a function h′′ ∈M2 ∩ C[Yij] such that h := h
′h′′ is as wanted.
Proof of Theorem 6.5. Let i, j ∈ I be fixed. Since the functions f ∈M3 ∪M4 are regular
on V , every divisor of Dij is effective. Moreover, SF0 and SF1 are valid by definition.
Let us check SF2. So, let D ∈ Dij and let y ∈ Yij \ |D|. If D ∈ D
1
ij, then Step 6.2 yields an
f ∈M2 ∩C[Yij] with f |D = 0 and f(y) 6= 0. For D ∈ D
2
ij, the desired function f is provided
by Step 6.3.
Now, let D ∈ D3ij. Then there is an f1 ∈ M
3 ∪M4 with (f1) = D + D˜ with a divisor D˜
supported in Z1ij ∪Z
2
ij . Let h ∈ C[Yij] be as in Lemma 8.1. Then, for a suitable power s > 0,
we have hsq ≥ (f1)q. Thus h
sf−11 is regular at q.
By Step 6.4, we find an f2 ∈M with (f2)q = n(h
sf−11 )q for some positive integer n. Consider
f3 := f
n
1 f2h
−ns ∈M . Then (f3)q = 0. Moreover,
(f3)p = nD +
∑
D′∈D1ij∪D
2
ij
nD′D
′ +
∑
D′′∈D3ij
nD′′D
′′
with all nD′′ ≥ 0 and nD′ = 0 if q ∈ D
′. Now, let D0 be the set of divisors D
′ in D1ij ∪D
2
ij
with nD′ = 0 in the above representation.
Since D′ ∈ D0 implies q 6∈ D
′, the first two cases yield for every D′ ∈ D0 a function fD′ ∈M
with (f)p ≥ D
′ and (f)q = 0. Then the desired function is
f := f3
∏
D′∈D0
fD′ .
Next we verify SF3: Let p ∈ Yij and let g ∈ C(Yij)
∗ be homogeneous such that (g)p =∑
D∈Dij
nDDp. We can write this divisor as
(g)p =
 ∑
D′∈D1
ij
∪D2
ij
nD′D
′
 +
 ∑
D′′∈D3
ij
nD′′(D
′′)p
 .
For every D′′ ∈ D3ij there is by definition a function hD′′ ∈M
3∪M4 such that the components
of the divisor (hD′′)−D
′′ belong to D1ij ∪D
2
ij . Set
h1 :=
∏
D′′∈D3
ij
h
−nD′′
D′′ .
By construction, all components of the divisor (gh1)p lie in D
1
ij ∪ D
2
ij. Moreover, choose a
function h2 ∈ C[Yij] ∩M as in Lemma 8.1.
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Then, for a suitable power s > 0, the function gh1h
s
2 is regular at p and the components of
(gh1h
s
2)p lie in D
1
ij ∪ D
2
ij. Thus Step 6.4 yields an f
′ ∈ M such that α(gh1h
s
2)p = (f
′)p for
some α ∈ Z>0. Then f := f
′h−11 h
−s
2 is as wanted.
Finally, we come to the verification of Property SF4. So, let p ∈ Yij. In a first step we show
that
(∗) Wp := Yij \
 ⋃
D∈Dij\D
p
ij
|D|
 = Up.
In order to verify the inclusion “⊂”, let y ∈ Wp. By definition of Wp, we have D
y
ij ⊂ D
p
ij and
hence σy ⊂ σp. This implies Sp ⊂ Sy, which in turn means Uy ⊂ Up. In particular it follows
y ∈ Up.
The inclusion “⊃” is shown as follows. Consider a point y ∈ Yij \Wp. Then y ∈ |D| for some
D ∈ Dij \D
p
ij . We have to treat the following cases:
Case 1: D ∈ D1ij. Then Step 6.2 provides a function f ∈ C[Yij] with f |D = 0 and f(p) 6= 0.
Then f−1 ∈ Sp and f
−1 6∈ Sy, which yields y 6∈ Up.
Case 2: D ∈ D2ij. Here we find by Step 6.3 a function f ∈ C[Yij] with f |D = 0 and f(p) 6= 0.
As in Case 1, this leads to y 6∈ Up.
Case 3: D ∈ D3ij. By definition, there is a function f ∈M
3 ∪M4 such that
(f)|Yij = D +
∑
D′∈D1ij∪D
2
ij
nD′D
′.
Let h ∈M ∩C[Yij] be as in Lemma 8.1. Thus, for an appropriate power s > 0, the function
snf−1 ∈M is regular at p but not at y. This means y 6∈ Up.
Now, having verified the representation (∗), we can show that Up is affine. By the above
Cases 1 and 2, we find for each D ∈ D1ij ∪ D
2
ij \ D
p
ij a function fD ∈ C[Yij ] that vanishes
along D and does not vanish at p. Hence we obtain
Up ⊂ U˜p :=
⋂
D∈(D1ij∩D
2
ij)\D
p
ij
(Yij)fD
For each D ∈ D3ij \D
p
ij choose an f
′
D ∈ M
3 ∪M4 with (f ′D) = D + D˜ with some divisor D˜
supported in Z1ij ∪ Z
2
ij. Moreover, let h ∈ C[Yij ] be as in in Lemma 8.1.
For a suitable power s > 0, the divisor (f ′Dh
−s)p has only negative components. So, Step 6.4
gives us a function g ∈M ∩C[Yij] with (g)p = −(f
′
Dh
−s)p. Then fD := f
′
Dg is regular on U˜p,
vanishes along D and does not vanish at p. Now, (∗) implies
Up ⊂
⋂
D∈D3ij\D
p
ij
(U˜p)fD ⊂Wp = Up.
In particular, Up is affine. Moreover, sinceM
1 contains generators of C[Yij ], we see that C[Up]
is generated by
(M1 ∩ C[Yij ]) ∪ {f
−1
D ; D ∈ Dij \D
p
ij} ⊂ C{Sp}.
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9 The Main Result
9.1 Theorem. Every normal complex algebraic C∗-variety Y admits an equivariant closed
embedding into a toric prevariety X on which C∗ acts as a one-parameter-subgroup of the
big torus T ⊂ X . If Y is Q-factorial, then X may be chosen to be simplicial and of affine
intersection.
Our proof of the second part of Theorem 9.1 is based on the fact that in the construction
there is a certain freedom for glueing the embeddings obtained by a family of equivariant
e.s.f. in the Q-factorial case. We demonstrate this phenomenon in the following
9.2 Example. We construct a certain e.s.f. on Y := C2. Consider the multiplicative sub-
group M of C(Y ) generated by the functions
f1(z, w) := z − 1, f2(z, w) := z + 1, f3(z, w) := w + z
2 − 1, f4(z, w) := w.
Note that M ∼= Z4. Set Di := (fi) = N(Y ; fi) and let D := {D1, . . . , D4}. Then we have the
following real picture for the divisors Di.
D1
D3
D4
D2
By definition, the divisors Di are irreducible and hence two distinct Di and Dj don’t have
common components. Moreover, SF0, SF1 and SF2 are obviously satisfied. SF3 follows from
the fact I(Y ;Di) = (fi). In order to check SF4, we have to deal with the following four cases:
Case 1: p ∈ Y \
⋃
iDi. Then Up = Y \
⋃
iDi and for f :=
∏
i fi one has O(Up) = C[z, w]f .
Case 2: p ∈ Di \
⋃
j 6=iDj. Then Up = Y \
⋃
j 6=iDj holds and setting f :=
∏
j 6=i fi one has
O(Up) = C[z, w]f .
Case 3: p = (−1, 0). Then we have Up = Y \D1 and O(Up) = C[z, w]f1 .
Case 4: p = (1, 0). Then we have Up = Y \D2 and O(Up) = C[z, w]f2.
So we see that M is an e.s.f. on Y . The fan ∆(M,Y ) has precisely two maximal cones,
namely σ(1,0) and σ(−1,0). On the other hand, M defines also e.s.f.’s on the sets Y11 := Y \D2,
Y22 := Y \D1 and Y12 := Y1 ∩ Y2. We have
∆(M,Y11) = F(σ(1,0)), ∆(M,Y22) = F(σ(1,0)), ∆(M,Y12) = {{0}, σ(0,0), σ(0,1)}.
Here F(σ) denotes the fan of faces of a cone σ. Since the fan ∆(M,Y12) has two maximal
cones, the glueing of the maps ϕM,Yii along Y12 embeds Y into a toric prevariety that is not
of affine intersection. ♦
For the proof of Theorem 9.1, we recall the following notions from the theory of toric varieties.
Let ∆ be a fan in some lattice and let τ be any cone of ∆. We denote by xτ the distinguished
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point of X∆ associated to τ (see [6], p. 28) and by Vτ the closure of the orbit T ·xτ ⊂ X∆
(see [6], Section 3.1).
If ∆ = ∆(M,Y ) with some equivariant s.f. on an H-variety Y and D is a set of divisors on Y
satisfying SF0) – SF3), then we define for eachD ∈ D a one-dimensional cone ̺D := R≥0valD.
Recall that by Lemma 4.4 the ̺D are precisely the extremal rays of the fan ∆(M,Y ).
9.3 Lemma. Let D be a set of divisors that satisfies SF0) – SF3) for some equivariant s.f.
M ⊂ C(Y ). Then D ∈ D implies ϕ−1M,Y (V̺D) = |D|.
Proof. Let y ∈ |D| such that Dy = {D} and choose y0 ∈ Uy with D
y0 = ∅. Let T denote
the big torus of X∆(M,Y ). Since one has X̺D = T ·x0 ∪ T ·x̺D (see [6], p. 54), Proposition 5.5
i) yields
ϕ−1M,Y (T ·x0) = Uy0 , ϕ
−1
M,Y (T ·x̺D) = Uy \ Uy0 = Uy ∩ |D|.
This implies ϕM,Y (Uy ∩ |D|) ⊂ T ·x̺D . Hence we have ϕM,Y (|D|) ⊂ V̺D which means |D| ⊂
ϕ−1M,Y (V̺D). To obtain ϕ
−1
M,Y (V̺D) ⊂ |D|, consider a point y ∈ Y \ |D|. Then D 6∈ D
y and
hence ̺D 6≺ σy, which implies Xσy ∩ V̺D = ∅. So, we obtain f(M,Y )(y) 6∈ V̺D .
9.4 Lemma. Suppose that M ⊂ C(Y ) defines an equivariant weak s.f. on the H-variety Y
and also on an H-stable open subset V ⊂ Y . Then
i) ∆(M,V ) is a subfan of ∆(M,Y ).
ii) ϕM,Y |V = ϕM,V .
Proof. Statement i) follows from recalling the definitions: Let σp ∈ ∆(M,V ). Then σp =
cone(Sp)
∨, where Sp = {f ∈M ; (f)p ≥ 0}, i.e., σp ∈ ∆(M,Y ).
To show ii), let T denote the acting torus of the toric variety X∆(M,Y ) and let p ∈ V be a
point such that each f ∈M is regular in p. Then Proposition 5.5 i) yields
ϕ−1M,Y (T ) = Up = {y ∈ Y ; ∀f ∈M (f)y = 0},
ϕ−1M,V (T ) = {y ∈ V ; ∀f ∈M (f)y = 0} = Up ∩ V.
It suffices to show that ϕM,Y and ϕM,V coincide on the (nonempty) open set Up ∩ V . But
this is a consequence of the fact that the inclusions M ⊂ O(Up) ⊂ O(Up ∩ V ) define a
commutative diagram
O(T ·x0)
ւ ց
O(Up) −−−−−→
f 7→f |Up∩V
O(Up ∩ V ) .
Proof of Theorem 9.1. According to Sumihiro’s Theorem, choose a cover of Y by finitely
many open affine C∗-stable subsets Yi, i ∈ I. Let M ⊂ C(Y ) be a family that defines an
equivariant e.s.f. on each Yij := Yi ∩ Yj constructed by the procedure of Section 6.
We define an affine system of fans in N := Hom(M,Z) as follows: Let K ⊂ Y × I be a finite
set such that for each fixed i ∈ I the cones σp, (p, i) ∈ K, are just the maximal cones of
∆(M,Yii). For two elements k = (p, i) and k
′ = (q, j) of K set
∆kk′ := ∆
ij
pq :=
⋃
y∈U iip ∩U
jj
q
F(σy).
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Then S := (∆kk′)k,k′∈K is an affine system of fans in the lattice N . Note that ∆
ii
pq is the fan
of faces of σp. Now, for every index k = (p, i) ∈ K, set
Uk := U
ii
p , ϕk := ϕ
ii
M,p:Uk → Xσp .
Note that Y is covered by the Uk. Let T denote the acting torus of the Xσp and recall that
there is a one-parameter-subgroup λ:C∗ → T making all ϕk equivariant. Proposition 6.6 and
Lemma 5.4 i) imply that for any two k, k′ in K there is a commutative diagram
Uk ⊃ Uk ∩ Uk′ ⊂ Uk′
ϕk
y y yϕk′
X∆kk ⊃ X∆kk′ ⊂ X∆k′k′ .
Consequently, the maps ϕk glue together to a regular map ϕ: Y → XS that is equivariant
with respect to the C∗-action on XS defined by λ. Moreover, by Proposition 5.5 i) and
Proposition 6.6 iii), we have for any two k, k′ in K the identity
(ϕk)
−1(X∆kk′ ) = Uk ∩ Uk′ = (ϕk′)
−1(X∆kk′ )
In particular, it follows ϕ−1(X[σp,k]) = Uk for any k = (p, i) ∈ K. Since, by Lemma 5.4 ii),
each ϕk is a closed embedding, also ϕ is a closed embedding. Hence the first part of the Main
Theorem is proved.
Now assume that Y is Q-factorial. Then Lemma 4.6 yields that XS is simplicial. However,
XS need in general not be of affine intersection. We consider the reduction g:XS → XS˜ of
Proposition 1.1 and set η := g ◦ ϕ.
Then η also is equivariant with respect to the C∗-action on XS˜ defined by the one-parameter-
subgroup λ. We claim that η still is an embedding. In order to verify this, we only have to
check that η−1(X[σ˜k′k′ ,k′]) = Uk′ holds for every k
′ ∈ K. By Proposition 1.1 ii) one has
η−1(X[σ˜k′k′ ,k′]) = ϕ
−1(g−1(X[σ˜k′k′ ,k′]))
= ϕ−1
(⋃
k∈K
X[σ˜kk′ ,k]
)
.
For fixed k, k′ we have
ϕ−1(X[σ˜kk′ ,k]) =
⋃
k′′∈K
ϕ|−1Uk′′ (X[σ˜kk′ ,k])
=
⋃
k′′∈K
ϕ|−1Uk′′ (X[σ˜kk′ ,k] ∩X[σk′′k′′ ,k′′])
=
⋃
k′′∈K
ϕ|−1Uk′′
 ⋃
τ∈∆kk′′ ; τ≺σ˜kk′
X[τ,k′′]

⊂
⋃
k′′∈K
ϕ|−1Uk′′
 ⋃
τ≺σ˜kk′′ ; τ≺σ˜kk′
X[τ,k′′]

⊂
⋃
k′′∈K
ϕ|−1Uk′′
 ⋃
τ≺σ˜k′k′′
X[τ,k′′]

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=
⋃
k′′∈K
ϕ|−1Uk′′ (X[σ˜k′k′′ ,k′′])
=
⋃
k′′∈K
ϕ−1k′′ (Xσ˜k′k′′ ).
Hence, to conclude the proof, it suffices to check for any two k′′ = (p, i) and k′ = (q, j) in K
the following condition
(∗) ϕ−1k′′ (Xσ˜k′k′′ ) ⊂ Uk′
Recall from the definitions and Section 1 that σ˜k′k′′ = conv(σy; y ∈ Uk′ ∩ Uk′′). In order to
verify (∗) consider a point z ∈ Uk′′ with ϕk′′(z) ∈ Xσ˜k′k′′ . We distinguish the following two
cases:
Case 1. z ∈ Yij. By Lemma 9.4, we have ϕk′′(z) = ϕM,Yii(z) = ϕM,Yij (z). Applying Lemma 9.4
again, one obtains ϕM,Yjj(z) = ϕM,Yij(z) ∈ Xσ˜k′k′′ ⊂ Xσq . Hence Proposition 5.5 i), applied
to ϕM,Yjj yields z ∈ Uk′, which we wanted to obtain.
Case 2. z 6∈ Yij. By Proposition 6.6, we find an irreducible divisor D ∈ Dii such that
z ∈ |D| ⊂ Yii \ Yjj. Then D 6∈ D
y
ii for every y ∈ Uk′′ ∩ Uk′, i.e., ̺D is not contained in any
cone σy, with y ∈ Uk′′ ∩ Uk′ . Moreover, Lemma 9.3 yields ϕk′′(z) ∈ V̺D ⊂ X∆k′′k′′ , i.e.,
ϕk′′(z) ∈
⋃
τ∈∆k′′k′′ ; ̺D≺τ
T ·xτ ,
Since ̺D is not a ray of σ˜k′k′′, it follows that V̺D ∩ Xσ˜k′k′′ = ∅. In particular, we have
ϕk′′(z) 6∈ Xσ˜k′k′′ , which is a contradiction.
We conclude this section with two questions arising naturally from our Main Result: Is there
an analogous equivariant embedding result for actions of tori of higher dimension or even
for actions of reductive groups? Are there any nice necessary and sufficent conditions for
existence of equivariant embeddings into toric varieties or into toric prevarieties of affine
intersection?
10 Global Resolutions of Coherent Sheaves
Let Y be a normal complex algebraic variety endowed with an effective regular action of a
(possibly trivial) algebraic torus H . Moreover assume that F is a coherent H-sheaf on Y .
For several applications it is useful to know, if F can be globally resolved by nice sheaves.
For trivial H , existence of locally free resolutions in the case of Y being locally factorial is
due to Kleiman (see e.g. [4]). For smooth Y , it is indicated in [8], Exercise III.6.9, how to
obtain finite locally free resolutions. In [5], certain finite equivariant resolutions are obtained
on toric varieties Y .
In this section we consider the following situation: Assume that there is an H-equivariant
embedding ı: Y → X into a toric prevariety X of affine intersection, where H acts on X by
means of a monomorphism ϕ from H to the acting torus T of X . We prove
10.1 Theorem. There exist T -stable Weil Divisors D1, . . . , Dr on X such that setting E :=⊕
ı∗OX(Di) one obtains an exact sequence E −→F −→ 0 of H-sheaves. If X is smooth, then
E is locally free.
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Here we mean by a Weil divisor on a prevariety a finite integral linear combination of closed
irreducible one-codimensional subspaces. Since vanishing order is defined locally, we obtain
as in the case of varieties a sheaf O(D) associated to each Weil divisor D on a normal
prevariety.
Note that the above result implies in particular the resolution result of Kleiman: If Y is
locally factorial, then the proof of [10], Lemma 3.11, and our construction (Section 9 and
1.1 iv)) yield that Y can be embedded into a smooth toric prevariety of affine intersection.
Our proof of Theorem 10.1 consists basically in adapting the arguments of [5], Section 1 to
the situation of toric prevarieties of affine intersection.
First recall that by [2], Proposition 8.7, there exist an open toric subvariety U of some Cn
and a toric morphism p:U → X such the kernel H0 of the homomorphism π: (C
∗)n → T
associated to p is a torus and p is a good prequotient (see [2], Section 6) for the action of
H0 on U .
We need some more detailed information about this map p. So, let X arise from an affine
system S = (∆ij)i,j∈I of fans in a lattice N . Since X is of affine intersection, each ∆ij is the
fan of faces of a single cone σij . Denote by R the set of equivalence classes [̺, i] ∈ Ω(S) with
̺ one-dimensional. Let N ′ := ZR and N˜ := N ⊕N ′. Obtain lattice homomorphisms
P ′:N ′ → N, P ′(e[̺,i]) := v̺, P := idN + P
′: N˜ → N,
where v̺ is the primitive lattice vector contained in ̺ ∈
⋃
∆
(1)
ii and e[̺,i] is the canonical
base vector of N ′ corresponding to [̺, i] ∈ Ω(S). For every i ∈ I and σ ∈ ∆ii define a strictly
convex cone σ˜(i) in N˜ by setting
σ˜(i) := cone(e[̺,i]; ̺ ∈ σ
(1))
Then the cones σ˜ii(i), i ∈ I, are the maximal cones of a fan ∆˜ in N˜ and U is the toric variety
defined by ∆˜. Moreover, the toric morphism p arises from P and we have
p−1(X[σ,i]) = Xσ˜(i)
for each σ ∈ ∆ii, i ∈ I. Let M˜ := Hom(N˜ ,Z). For u˜ ∈ M˜ denote by χ
u˜ the corresponding
character of T˜ := (C∗)n. Let OU ⊗C(u˜) denote the sheaf OU ⊗C endowed with the T˜ -action
t·(f ⊗ α) := t·f ⊗ χu˜(t)α,
where the T˜ -action on OU is the usual one, given by (t·f)(x) = f(t
−1 ·x). Let κ:T → T˜ be
a homomorphism with π ◦ κ = idT . Then T acts via κ on OU ⊗ C(u˜) making
(p∗(OU ⊗ C(u˜)))
H0
into a T -sheaf. We want to describe this T -sheaf in terms of certain divisors. To any [̺, i] ∈
Ω(S) with dim(̺) = 1 we associate a Weil divisor on X by setting
V[̺,i] := T ·x[̺,i].
10.2 Lemma. For every u˜ ∈ M˜ , there is a canonical isomorphism of T -sheaves
(p∗(OU ⊗ C(u˜)))
H0 ∼= OX
 ∑
[̺,i]∈Ω(S),
dim(̺)=1
〈u˜, e[̺,i]〉V[̺,i]
 .
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Proof. Let L := ker(P ) and set
D :=
∑
[̺,i]∈Ω(S),
dim(̺)=1
〈u˜, e[̺,i]〉V[̺,i], D˜ :=
∑
[̺,i]∈Ω(S),
dim(̺)=1
〈u˜, e[̺,i]〉V˜̺(i).
We claim that the natural map C(X)→ C(U), f 7→ f◦p defines an isomorphism of T -sheaves
OX(D)→ p∗(OU(D˜))
H0 .
On the one hand, the sections of OX(D) over a given affine chart X[σii,i] ⊂ X are generated
by
{χu ∈ X(T ); ∀[̺, i] ≺ [σii, i] 〈u, v̺〉 ≥ −〈u˜, e[̺,i]〉}
On the other hand, the sections of p∗(OU(D˜))
H0 over X[σii,i] are generated by
{χu
′
∈ X(T˜ ); u′|L = 0, ∀[̺, i] ≺ [σii, i] 〈u
′, e[̺,i]〉 ≥ −〈u˜, e[̺,i]〉}.
Since we have χu ◦ p = χu◦P and both sheaves are coherent, our claim follows. Now the
assertion follows from the fact that there is a further T -equivariant isomorphism, namely
p∗(OU ⊗ C(u˜))
H0 → p∗(OU(D˜))
H0 , f ⊗ α 7→ αfχ−u˜.
Proof of Theorem 10.1. First consider a coherent H-sheaf F on the toric prevariety
X = XS , where S is an affine system of fans and H acts on X by means of a monomorphism
ϕ from H to the acting torus T of X .
Let p:U → X as described above, let ϕ˜ := κ ◦ ϕ:H → T˜ and set H˜ := ϕ˜(H)·H0. Since ϕ is
a monomorphism, F and hence also p∗F are in a canonical manner H˜-sheaves. As in [5], p.
70, we obtain a finite-dimensional H˜-module V and exact sequences of H˜-sheaves
OU ⊗ V −→ p
∗F −→ 0, (p∗(OU ⊗ V ))
H0 −→(p∗p
∗F)H0 −→ 0.
Using local resolutions of F by free sheaves, we see that the canonical morphism F →
(p∗p
∗F)H0 is in fact an isomorphism. Moreover, since the action of H˜ on V is diagonalizable,
OU ⊗ V is a direct sum of H˜-sheaves of the form OU ⊗ C(u˜i), with some u˜1, . . . , u˜r ∈ M˜ .
Now, consider the action of H on the above H˜-sheaves defined via ϕ˜:H → H˜. Then Lemma
10.2 yields that the H-sheaf (p∗(OU ⊗ V ))
H0 is equivariantly isomorphic to a direct sum of
H-sheaves OX(Di). Hence we have an H-equivariant resolution of F , given by
r⊕
i=1
OX(Di)−→F −→ 0.
In the general situation, notice that effectivity of the action of H on Y implies that ϕ is
injective. Now the assertion follows directly from applying the above considerations to the
coherent H-sheaf ı∗F .
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